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Yeah, reviewing a books Paperback Comics Dc Batman 52 New The Tp City
Secret Year Zero 4 Volume Batman could build up your near links listings. This is
just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, triumph does not
suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as competently as covenant even more than supplementary will
meet the expense of each success. next to, the proclamation as skillfully as
keenness of this Paperback Comics Dc Batman 52 New The Tp City Secret Year Zero
4 Volume Batman can be taken as capably as picked to act.

KEY=YEAR - DORSEY HEATH

Batman Vol. 1: The Court of Owls
(The New 52)
DC #1 New York Times Best Seller! Following his ground-breaking, critically
acclaimed run on Detective Comics, writer Scott Snyder (American Vampire)
alongside artist Greg Capullo (Spawn) begins a new era of The Dark Knight with the
relaunch of Batman, as a part of DC Comics—The New 52! After a series of brutal
murders rocks Gotham City, Batman begins to realize that perhaps these crimes go
far deeper than appearances suggest. As the Caped Crusader begins to unravel this
deadly mystery, he discovers a conspiracy going back to his youth and beyond to the
origins of the city he's sworn to protect. Could the Court of Owls, once thought to be
nothing more than an urban legend, be behind the crime and corruption? Or is Bruce
Wayne losing his grip on sanity and falling prey to the pressures of his war on crime?

Batman Vol. 5: Zero Year - Dark
City (The New 52)
DC Before the Batcave and Robin, the Joker and the Batmobile ... there was ZERO
YEAR. The Riddler has plunged Gotham City into darkness. How will a young Dark
Knight bring his beloved hometown from the brink of chaos and madness and back
into the light? From the critically acclaimed, New York Times #1 best-selling creative
team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo, BATMAN VOL. 5: ZERO YEAR--DARK CITY is
the concluding volume to Batman's origin story, as you've never seen it before.
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Collects Batman #25-27, 29-33.

DC Comics: Zero Year (The New 52)
DC Six years ago, the age of super heroes is just beginning. The young Bruce Wayne
has only recently emerged as Batman and already he is facing a full-scale disaster: A
massive storm is heading for Gotham City and the Riddler has shut down the city’s
power. Luckily, Batman is not the only champion out in the storm. Though they
might not all be heroes yet, Superman, Flash, Green Arrow, Batgirl, Catwoman,
Green Lantern, Batwoman, Batwing, Nightwing, Red Hood and Black Canary are all
ﬁghting through the gale to protect Gotham. But will the eﬀorts of these young,
untested would-be heroes be enough to save the city? The New York Times bestselling BATMAN creative duo Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo lead an all-star lineup in
telling untold tales of the world's greatest heroes' earliest adventures in DC COMICS:
ZERO YEAR, featuring such talents as Jeﬀ Lemire, Francis Manapul, Greg Pak, Justin
Gray, Jimmy Palmiotti, John Layman, Aaron Kuder, Trevor McCarthy, Aaron Lopresti,
Jason Fabok, Andrea Sorrentino and many more.

Batman by Scott Snyder & Greg
Capullo Omnibus
Scott Snyder's best-selling iconic Batman run gets collected in an omnibus format for
the ﬁrst time! Scott Snyder and Gregg Capullo's Batman stories - from Court of Owls
to Zero Year - are presented together in this hard cover omnibus collection. Batman
discovers a vast conspiracy with roots deep in the past of Gotham city. From the
Court of Owls to the Joker, this collection covers a range of foes both old and new as
readers follow Batman's adventures from the pen of Scott Snyder. Collects Batman
#1-33

Batman Vol. 8: Superheavy
DC The #1 New York Times all-star creative team of Scott Snyder, Greg Capullo and
Danny Miki introduce an all-new Dark Knight, with guest appearances by Brian
Azzarello (WONDER WOMAN) and Jock (BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR). Following the
disappearance and presumed death of Batman, former police commissioner Jim
Gordon has been called to carry on the Dark KnightÕs legacy and become his
successor. But while the name and what it stands for remain the same, this new
Batman is far from just a copy of the original. Patrolling the city in a gargantuan
high-tech Batsuit, Gordon is no shadowy vigilante. He has the full cooperation of the
GCPD and the mayor, plus a multimillion-dollar budget from Powers International.
But will an expensive suit be enough to stop the mysterious, weed-like Mr. Bloom
before his deadly plans for the city take root? Collects BATMAN #41-45 and DC
SNEAK PEEK: BATMAN #1.
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Batman: The court of owls [#1-7]
Following his groundbreaking, critically acclaimed run on Detective Comics, Snyder
begins a new era of The Dark Knight alongside artist Capullo when a series of brutal
murders rocks Gotham City and Batman to the core.

DC Comics: the New 52 10th
Anniversary Deluxe Edition
Celebrate the greatest hits of The New 52, one decade after DC's bold reinvention of
its publishing line and ﬁctional universe! In 2011, DC made its boldest move in 25
years with the announcement of The New 52--reinventing its ﬁctional universe from
the ground-up, and restarting its publishing line with 52 new and relaunched series,
each starting with a fresh #1. Ten years later, DC returns to that exciting era with a
new Deluxe Edition collection of The New 52's greatest ﬁrst issues. This collection
showcases the breadth of The New 52's creative diversity, from Geoﬀ Johns and Jim
Lee's new origin for the Justice League, the start of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's
stories run on Batman, the intense mythological drama of Brian Azzarello and Cliﬀ
Chiang's Wonder Woman, Grant Morrison and Rags Morales taking Superman back to
his roots, and the unpredictable body horror of Jeﬀ Lemire and Travel Foreman's
Animal Man. This volume collects All Star Western #1, Animal Man #1, Aquaman #1,
Justice League Dark #1, Demon Knights #1, Voodoo #1, Justice League #1, Wonder
Woman #1, Action Comics #1, Batman #1, and The Flash #1.

Endgame
"For years, the Joker has regarded Batman with a sick, twisted love, thinking that
one could never exist without the other. But that's all changed. Now the Clown Prince
of Crime is done playing. He's going to kill Batman. And he's going to do it using
those who Batman loves the most- the Justice League. The Joker returns to Gotham
City with a deadlier agenda than ever before, using every tool at his disposal to
ﬁnally kill the Dark Knight. That includes turning Batman's allies against him in the
bloodiest brawl that he's ever had to survive. Batman Vol. 7- Endgameis the biggest,
boldest story that the #1 New York Timesbest-selling creative team of Scott Snyder
and Greg Capullo have told to date. With an ending you won't believe, this graphic
novel is a classic in the making. Collects Batman#35-40."

DC Comics
The New 52
Titan Publishing Company DC Entertainment is making history by launching 52 1 DC
Comics issues starring the world's greatest super-heroes. To commemmorate this
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milestone occasion, DC Entertainment will be releasing 'The New 52', a massive
hardcover collection that collects every single one of these debut issues.

Batman Vol. 2: The City of Owls
(The New 52)
DC "NIGHT OF THE OWLS" continues here! Batman must stop the TALONS that have
breeched the Batcave in order to save an innocent life ... and Gotham City! In the
backup story, learn more about the PENNYWORTH family and the secrets they've
kept from the Wayne family! Collects BATMAN #8-12 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.

The Joker: Death of the Family
DC After having his face sliced oﬀ one year ago, The Joker makes his horrifying
return in this new epic that features Batman's entire network of partners in
crimeﬁghting, including Batgirl, Catwoman, Nightwing, Robin, the Teen Titans and
more. While The Joker threatens the very existence of Gotham City, these heroes -and villains--must ﬁnd a way to survive. Collects Detective Comics 16-17, Catwoman
13-14, Batgirl 14-16, Red Hood and the Outlaws 15-16, Teen Titans 15, Nightwing
15-16, Batman and Robin 15-17, Batman 17. Also collects the portions of the
following issues: Suicide Squad 14-15, Batgirl 13, Red Hood and the Outlaws 13-14,
Teen Titans 14, 16, Nightwing 14 and Batman 13.

Justice League: The New 52
Omnibus Vol. 1
"In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion
from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens
to destroy the earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far beyond anything he
can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an
accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon Princess and an undersea
monarch. Will Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and
Aquaman be able to put aside their diﬀerences and come together to save the
world? Or will they destroy each other ﬁrst?"--

Batman Eternal Vol. 1
DC A new weekly Batman series that examines the relationship between the heroes,
villains, and citizens of Gotham City! In the wake of Forever Evil, the world looks at
heroes in a diﬀerent light, creating tension between Batman and his allies and the
Gotham City Police Department. When a gang war breaks out and new villains arise,
it's up to the Dark Knight, Batgirl, and more to turn the tides as best as they can„but
will the GCPD be a help or a hinderance? Plus, a fan-favorite character makes her
long-awaited DC Comics„The New 52 debut. Collects BATMAN: ETERNAL issues
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#1-21.

Batman (2011- ) #1
DC Be here for the start of a new era for The Dark Knight from writer Scott Snyder
(AMERICAN VAMPIRE, BATMAN: GATES OF GOTHAM) and artist Greg Capullo! A series
of brutal killings hints at an ancient conspiracy, and Batman learns that Gotham City
is deadlier than he ever knew.

Batman 6
Graveyard Shift (The New 52)
Dc Comics In the wake of the death of his son Damian, Batman is in danger of losing
his humanity. However, the foes of this grief-ridden Dark Knight mean to strike him
when he's at his weakest. Has Batman's worst foe become... Bruce Wayne? Plus,
three pivotal chapters from the epic ZERO YEAR storyline! From the critically
acclaimed, New York Times #1 best-selling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg
Capullo comes the next genre-deﬁning graphic novel in their monumental run.
Collects BATMAN #0, #18-20, #28, #34 and BATMAN ANNUAL #2.

The New 52 Zero Omnibus
Dc Comics Collects DC Comics special zero issues, starring Superman, Batman,
Nightwing, the Flash, and the Green Lantern.

The New 52: Future's End Vol. 1
DC Five years from now, the DC Universe is reeling from a war with another Earth,
leaving the world unprepared for an approaching evil that threatens to destroy the
future. As heroes are turned into mindless villains, the planet as we know it is no
more. The only salvation lies in the past, where this future apocalypse must be
averted. Can a time-traveling Batman Beyond help a massive cast of the DCU's
ﬁnest avert the impending apocalypse? Written by a cast of the industry's best
talents, including Jeﬀ Lemire, Brian Azzarello, Keith Giﬀen and Dan Jurgens, this new
epic series will expose the secrets of the New 52 universe! Collects issues #0-17.

Batman: Zero Year
"Features secret moments from Bruce's training abroad, run-ins with aspiring district
attorney Harvey Dent, and how Bruce learned to work with his new ally, Lieutenant
Jim Gordon. This collection spins into total darkness as the Riddler stirs up chaos in
Gotham City in the 'Secret City,' 'Dark City,' and 'Savage City' events. What corners
of Batman's past will be revealed? And how will they impact his very near future?"
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DC Comics
Zero Year
Dc Comics Six years ago, the legend of Batman emerged amid the greatest
catastrophe Gotham had ever endured. A maniac calling himself The Riddler shut
down all electric power mere days before a terrifying superstorm. But the Dark
Knight isn't the only hero to surface during this moment in time known only as the
Zero Year! Journey back to the Zero Year to see the early tales of heroes and
heroines such as Nightwing, Green Arrow, Batgirl, Superman, Birds of Prey,
Catwoman, and more! Collects Batman #24-25, Detective Comics #25, Batgirl #25,
Batwing #25, Batwoman #25, Birds of Prey #25, Catwoman #25, THE Flash #25,
Green Arrow #25, Green Lantern Corps #25, Nightwing #25, Red Hood and The
Outlaws #25 and Action Comics #25.

Batman Eternal Vol. 3 (the New 52)
The events of BATMAN ETERNAL have changed the world of Batman for months - and
the third act begins with a bang, as Gotham City's police have done the impossible they've beaten Batman Meanwhile the rogues of Gotham unite under a mysterious
foe that even the Riddler is terriﬁed of. The epic ﬁnale of the critically acclaimed
series roars to its conclusion that will forever change Batman's life Collects issues
#35-52.

Talon
Scourge of the Owls
Dc Comics "Originally published in single magazine form in Talon 0-7."

Superman Unchained
Dc Comics From the skies above Metropolis to the four corners of the globe to the
star-streaked spaceways beyond, one man is synonymous with the word "hero."
Since his arrival marked the dawn of the superhero age, Superman has waged a
never-ending battle for truth and justice, no matter when or where. But before the
dawn came the darkness. When another with incredible power, far more than that of
mortal man, fell to the Earth. One who could spell the end for the Man of Steel. From
the mind of superstar writer Scott Snyder (BATMAN- ZERO YEAR) and legendary
artist Jim Lee (JUSTICE LEAGUE) comes SUPERMAN UNCHAINED-a widescreen,
cutting-edge take on the hero who started it all! Collects SUPERMAN UNCHAINED
#1-9 and material from SUPERMAN UNCHAINED DIRECTORS CUT #1.
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Batman - Detective Comics Vol. 3:
Emperor Penguin
DC Author of the critically acclaimed, award-winning Image series Chew John Layman
takes over writing duties on DC Comics' ﬂagship titles DETECTIVE COMICS. The Dark
Knight faces a series of his deadliest enemies, including Poison Ivy, Clayface, and the
Penguin, all while dealing with the Joker and the League of Smiles as part of the
events of the best-selling Bat-Family crossover "Death of the Family." Collects issues
BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #13-18

Futures End: Five Years Later
Omnibus
Dc Comics In September 2014, as every title in the DC Universe published special
new issues featuring their favorite heroes and villains in iterations they've never
seen before: future versions of themselves! Every DC Comics comic book series will
feature a special issue, revealing the shocking fates of top super heroes including
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, The Flash, Green Lantern and many more.
Written and illustrated by top talent including Geoﬀ Johns (GREEN LANTERN, THE
FLASH, JUSTICE LEAGUE), Brian Azzarello (100 BULLETS, JOKER), Scott Snyder
(DETECTIVE COMICS, AMERICAN VAMPIRE), Jeﬀ Lemire (JUSTICE LEAGUE UNITED)
and many more! Just in time for the new year, these entry-point issues are collected
in a single, massive hardcover edition that will be a great holiday gift for comics fans
everywhere.

Batman and Robin
Born to kill. Vol. 1
Dc Comics Batman and his son, Damian, team up to ﬁght crime, but when a ﬁgure
named NoBody resurfaces from Batman's past and causes trouble, the father and
son duo will be put to the test.

Batman
Following his groundbreaking, critically acclaimed run on Detective Comics, Snyder
begins a new era of The Dark Knight alongside artist Capullo when a series of brutal
murders rocks Gotham City and Batman to the core.
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52 Omnibus (2022 Edition)
"Originally published in single magazine form in 52 #1-52"--Copyright page.

Batman: Night of the Owls (The
New 52)
DC As evil spreads across Gotham City, Batman's allies, including Red Robin,
Batwing, Robin, Batgirl, the Birds of Prey, Nightwing and even Catwoman ﬁnd
themselves in a battle coming from all sides. The Court of Owls have shown their
hand, and it's up to the collective eﬀort of these heroes, some more unlikely than
others, in this sprawling tale of corruption and violence. This epic springs from the
pen of Scott Snyder, New York Times bestselling author of BATMAN: COURT OF
OWLS, BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN VAMPIRE, as well as creators
Judd Winick, David Finch, Peter J. Tomasi, Pat Gleason, Tony Daniel, Scott Lobdell,
Duane Swierczynski, JH Williams III, Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin Gray! BATMAN: NIGHT
OF THE OWLS collects ALL-STAR WESTERN #9, BATMAN #8-9, BATMAN ANNUAL #1,
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #9, BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #9, BATGIRL #9,
BATWING #9, BIRDS OF PREY #9, NIGHTWING #8-9, BATMAN AND ROBIN #9,
CATWOMAN #9 and RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #9

52 Vol. 1 ( New Edition)
DC Four of the most critically acclaimed writers in comicsÑGeoﬀ Johns, Grant
Morrison, Greg Rucka and Mark WaidÑare joined by breakdown artist Keith Giﬀen
and a host of the industryÕs ﬁnest pencillers and inkers to create this
unprecedented event in comics history. DCÕs groundbreaking publication of the
weekly comic 52 tells the story of a ÒmissingÓ year in the DC UniverseÑin real time.
The cataclysmic events of INFINITE CRISIS have left the world without its three
biggest iconsÑSuperman, Batman and Wonder Woman_and the question is asked:
who will stand up in their absence? Now, in the ﬁrst of two volumes, 52 is collected
with bonus material after each chapter, including concept designs, page
breakdowns, scripts, alternate story elements, and more! Collects 52 #1-26.

Batman Eternal Vol. 3
DC The stunning conclusion to the saga that rocked Batman's world to its core! In
the months since Commissioner Jim Gordon fell from grace, criminal empires have
risen. Martial law has been declared. Arkham Asylum has been emptied. Bruce
Wayne has been bankrupted. And Gotham City has been torn apart. As an army of
the Dark Knight's deadliest enemies is unleashed upon the city, he must ﬁght
through the terror and focus on the clues that will lead him to his ﬁnal foe. Written
by Scott Snyder, James Tynion IV, Ray Fawkes, Kyle Higgins and Tim Seeley and
drawn by a host of talented artists, this is the payoﬀ to the biggest mystery in the
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Dark Knight's history! Collects issues #35-52.

Justice League
Origin. Volume 1
Dc Comics The Dark Knight, facing a threat more powerful than he can handle alone,
must trust inexperienced superheroes, including Superman, The Flash, and Green
Lantern.

Batman
A Death in the Family
Dc Comics With Robin dead at the hands of the Joker, Batman must try to move on
from his loss and return to being a lone crime ﬁghter.

We Have Demons
Dark Horse Comics From comic-book superstars SCOTT SNYDER and GREG CAPULLO
(Batman, Batman: Last Knight on Earth, Dark Nights: Metal & Death Metal) comes a
new blockbuster series of biblical proportions. Since the very dawn of man, legends
have been told of the conﬂict between angel and demon-kind. Lam Lyle, a woman of
science, dismissed these stories as just that — ﬁction. But when the loss of a loved
one leads to the discovery of a hulking, benevolent demon named Gus, Lam realizes
that her life is about to undergo a dire new direction. With a newfound partner and
awesome powers now at her disposal, our hero suddenly ﬁnds herself thrust into a
climactic war of good and evil with no less than the fate of the world hanging in the
balance… Includes sketch material and original scripts.

Batman Vol. 10: Epilogue
DC Comics NEW YORK TIMES best-selling series! THE LAST CHAPTERS… As
acclaimed writer Scott Snyder draws the ﬁnal curtain on his game-changing Batman
series, the newly returned Dark Knight battles familiar foes and new enemies. These
exquisite stand-alone stories take the Dark Knight into an alternate dystopian future
as well as deep into his own past, questioning who he is, how he came to be and
what his legacy must be… Authors Scott Snyder (AMERICAN VAMPIRE) and James
Tynion IV (BATMAN ETERNAL) are joined by artists Greg Capullo (Spawn), Roge
Antonio (BATMAN AND ROBIN ETERNAL), ACO (MIDNIGHTER) and Riley Rossmo
(CONSTANTINE: THE HELLBLAZER) in BATMAN VOLUME 10: EPILOGUE. This ﬁnal
volume collects BATMAN #51-52, BATMAN: FUTURES END #1, BATMAN ANNUAL #4
and a special preview of BATMAN: REBIRTH #1.
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Swamp Thing: the New 52 Omnibus
One of DC's most compelling characters is reborn for a new era in this collection of
game-changing Swamp Thing stories, headlined by comic book superstars Scott
Snyder and Yanick Paquette Swamp Thing has long been one of DC's most
compelling characters, a stoic and tragic defender of the natural world, who starred
in the revolutionary Saga of the Swamp Thing series written by Alan Moore. In 2011,
as part of DC's New 52 initiative that gave fresh starts to the company's biggest
characters, writer Scott Snyder and artist Yanick Paquette brought new creative
energy to Swamp Thing, reinventing the character for the current age. Since the
dawn of time, the planet's safety has depended on maintaining a balance of three
great powers: the Green, the force that unites all plant life; the Red, the force that
unites all animal life; and the Rot, the force of death. Each generation, the Green
selects an avatar to serve as its protector--the Swamp Thing. But Dr. Alec Holland,
the Green's newest champion, is no longer interested in the role. The Rot's own
avatar is growing stronger, and servants of decay gain more territory every day. If
Alec doesn't return to his duties soon, there might not be any Green left to protect.
This volume collects Swamp Thing #1-40, #0, Swamp Thing Annual #1-3, Swamp
Thing: Futures End #1, Swamp Thing featuring Arcane #231, Animal Man #12, #17,
and Aquaman #31.

Batman & Robin Vol. 2: Pearl (The
New 52)
DC Batman's son Robin must prove to his father-as well as his previous mantleholders-that he's worthy of being the newest Boy Wonder. Damian Wayne, a.k.a.
Robin, must prove to Batman, as well as the previous Boy Wonders that he's every
bit the hero that his father is in the wake of the cataclysmic events of the bestselling BATMAN & ROBIN VOLUME 1: BORN TO KILL.

Justice League Vol. 1: Origin (The
New 52)
DC A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! As a part of the monumental DC Comics--The New
52 event, comics superstars Geoﬀ Johns and Jim Lee bring you an all-new origin story
for the Justice League! In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a
cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark
evil that threatens to destroy the earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far
beyond anything he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a
Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon Princess and
an undersea monarch. Will Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder
Woman and Aquaman be able to put aside their diﬀerences and come together to
save the world? Or will they destroy each other ﬁrst? In one of the most game-
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changing titles in comics industry history, Geoﬀ Johns and Jim Lee re-imagine the
classic heroes of the DC Universe for the 21st century. This volume collects issues
#1-6 of JUSTICE LEAGUE, part of the DC Comics--The New 52 event.

Batman (2011- ) #5
DC Deep beneath Gotham City lies the Court of Owls' deadliest trap--and Batman
has fallen right into it! Can he escape, or will he perish in a maze of nightmare?
Enter the labyrinth, Batman--if you dare!

Hush
Dc Comics When all of Batman's enemies begin acting out of character, the hero sets
out to uncover the mastermind behind the strange phenomena.

Clay
Dc Comics Delving into the more supernatural and esoteric areas of Gotham City,
the six-part storyline explores the horriﬁc murder of one of Bruce Wayne's childhood
friends . . . and the terrible ramiﬁcations the brutal crime has on Batman's life.
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